
Chapter 9
Conclusion

9.1. Introduction

This report presents the results that show it iis possible to build an Agent
communication automated system to 

fields.
manage the Irrigation water system in the

This has been achieved by using the paradigm of Computer Science 

is used to model
the System and it was evaluated using the raw data in the natural field. This 

information is used as input to the system that is resulted the outcome nearly 

calculated as same in the natural system. It has resulted that the water wastage by the 

system was 72.04% and the natural phenomena was 74.00%. This result concluded

new
called Multi Agent Technology. The JADE Multi Agent framework

that the automated software component of water management functions using multi 

agent technology as an effective solution for eliminating limitations in decentralized 

communication. Not only has that it given suggestions to classify whether Gates in 

the system can be operated. Then this classification can be used to the Irrigation 

Engineers or the decision makers to when the decisions are taken.

9.2. Conclusion

same communication channels

as the
When comparing the manual system identified as
and the knowledge can be implemented through the Multi Agent systems
Model. The estimated results by the system approximately same the manual system

communication process the decisionsthat in Irrigation Department. In the system 

can be identified as the pre orders to the manual system.

Besides that following objectives also covered,

Water Management field.

in the management process
The domain knowledge of Irrigation

decisions that are taken
1 in the
2. Recognizing the

suitable field environment.

2?
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9.3. Limitation and Future Work

This application is y deVe'°Ped “ mMi“' i„ field of

developed only for sample section of the
agriculture environment. The system 

cannel distribution in
was

research area. As the 

and the crop patterns as per further
section was huge variation of the seasons 

monitor the 

are only using specific 

accuracy in 

conditions the system

work one can extend this research to 

not just in the sample section. Weoverall water distribution
crop as Paddy for our purpose. With more crops we can achieve more 

the future. Not only can that in the natural hazards like flood
be modified to tolerate such incident.

This can also be used as commercial application where decision makers can use this 

as a tool to have the mind map before entering the field. It is very hard to say 

whether it is totally equals the situation with the natural environment but with this 

kind of application, we can easily get to know the real utilization of the system. 
Hence they can advise coworkers on how to focus on the operations in the field to 

achieve the common goal of success.

9.4. Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the conclusions that we can finally derived from 

the research. We consider all the aspects of the project, design, implementation, 

evaluation. Based on all the facts, we made some final conclusions here. Problems 

encountered, limitations of the solution and further work are also discussed here.
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Appendices 

Appendix A:
IH

&
—T* //A.3 Input text file to the System ■a:

V*“
j'textl-Notepad

File Edit Format View Help
.................................................■ ■ .• • . . • • .

['Field Section","water Requirment For crop" A
36,82.08 
24,54.72 
40,91.2 
30,68.4 
36,82.08 
24,54.72 
30,68.4 

J30,68.4

I.

;
i;
!■

:

;
1

¥
■

:
l
■ 7.TT~';.Y~ \ ~Z.

A.4 Output System values by the System

Current Amount is : 52
Got Proposal quantity4 from F4 & My Quantity is: 16

Approved Water Quantity:16 from WM1
Request at Approved:31 Requested quantity is: 1919 from WM2 is answer by Fll 
Water Quantity is not sufficient...Fll 
Got Proposal quantity4 from F6 & My Quantity is:32

"Water Westage - System "
215.92
285.28 
279.8
325.6
11.92
307.28
26.6 
16.6

"Field Section",
36,
24,

CM40, ‘ «

30,
I tjr36, >
tv.24, ! i

i30,
30, 120
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